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Abstract
The outlook for the persistence of indigenous cultural values looks dim, based on historical
trends, but recent revitalization efforts point to a more complicated future than a steady decline
of diversity. The most powerful obstacle to the viability of indigenous values is the promotion
of Western-style economic development initiatives that seldom acknowledge the legitimacy
of values outside the materialist-rational paradigm. The evolution of more socially and environmentally oriented ‘progressive’ development policies renders Western values even more
beguiling. A future in which indigenous values can survive and perhaps thrive will depend
on pro-active efforts among indigenous groups to define their own development futures
reflecting their own cultural values.
 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction: the value of indigenous values
Can indigenous cultural values survive into the future? It is popularly assumed
that Western culture will eventually overwhelm all the primitive, traditional societies
in the world, as well as all other major cultural competitors such as the Islamic,
Hindu, and Confucian traditions. The Victorians considered the hegemony of Western thought to be a natural outcome of social evolution; our Western culture (science,
philosophy, as well as values) is taking over the world because it is better [4].
Anthropological views, which of course derive from our Victorian ancestors, have
been mixed. White [30] saw the growing dominance of the West not as a moral
issue, but as an expression of the law of technical evolution with the demise of
indigenous values following naturally from the diffusion of superior technology.
∗
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Mead [17] saw this trend as unfortunate (because of the loss of cultural diversity)
but also inevitable, with the anthropological responsibility one of smoothing the
transition for the formerly isolated indigenous societies (her point of reference being
Pacific Island societies). Many contemporary commentators, including a few anthropologists [9] overtly welcome the demise of traditional value systems which prevent
individuals from living the full and fulfilling lives that, in their view, only our Western ethos makes possible.
My focus in this paper is less to forecast the future of indigenous values, than to
suggest what responses we might take to influence that future—to create a world
that has room for other ways of seeing, thinking, and ‘valuing’. Some anthropologists
seek to salvage the knowledge and customs of primitive societies before they disappear, through a process of urgent ethnography, much as some biologists are urgently
collecting the germ plasm of endangered plant species. This approach would preserve
information about indigenous values, but not the values themselves. Values are
expressed by individuals living within a social group having a shared culture (see
subsequently for more on values) and depend on a cultural ‘habitat’—a social
group—for their preservation. The preservation of values depends on the preservation
of cultural identity within which indigenous values can be maintained. But why
should we be concerned with maintaining cultural values that may even be at odds
with our own (mostly Western) concepts? The answer to this depends on how seriously we believe in the desirability of multiculturalism. If we truly believe that our
own Western cultural system is the only legitimate way of making sense of the
world, then we have no reason to protect competing value systems; however, if we
acknowledge an inherent validity in other ways of knowing (as anthropologists used
to do under the banner of cultural relativity) then we have both a reason and an
obligation to support the health and continuation of other value systems.
At first glance, the long-term outlook for native cultures is not promising. Current
trends appear to preclude the viability of truly different cultural systems persisting
in the face of our globalizing and increasingly economically oriented world. Historical trends are perhaps even more daunting. What has happened to the cultural diversity of, say, the 19th century, much less the 15th century? But straight-line projections are often misleading, and in considering the possibilities of a culturally diverse
future, I believe such projections are likely to be wrong. The trend of economic
and informatic globalization, for example, is unleashing a new interest in cultural
distinctiveness and opening new opportunities for marginalized indigenous groups
to establish direct marketing as well as political connections with the distant outside
world. By jumping beyond the ‘near’ outside world of the locally dominant and
culturally prejudiced mainstream society, indigenous groups are finding new sources
of political, economic, and cultural support.
Indigenous cultures are experiencing two beneficial trends necessary, though not
in themselves sufficient, for the survival of their values: (1) indigenous self-identity
is, with many exceptions, being revitalized and empowered from within, and (2) the
concept of cultural diversity is gaining new acceptance from mainstream societies.
But even as the long-term future of indigenous identity appears more secure, the
survival of the core cultural values underlying that identity is more problematic. Will
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some essence of the cultural core, the stuff that underlies truly distinctive ways of
making sense of the world, survive into the future? Or will the future bring only a
superficial cultural diversity of language and dress and ceremonies whose meaning
has been diluted into purely performance art?

2. What are ‘indigenous cultural values’?
All three of these terms—indigenous, culture, and values—have generated controversy about their precise meanings as well as their salience to real life. Since we
need to use these terms to carry on a discourse about our topic, some working definitions are outlined here.
2.1. Indigenous
Although accepted parlance in UN documents, the term, ‘indigenous’ rankles
many when it is used outside the context of the Americas, Australia, New Zealand
and the Pacific whose indigenous populations are indisputable. For want of a better
term, however, I am also using the term to refer to minority cultural groups in Europe, Asia, and Africa that have a historic relationship to a particular territory and a
marginalized relationship to the nation-state. With a bit of definitional tolerance it
is not too difficult to distinguish such indigenous groups whose cultures have maintained their distinctiveness while nation states were created around them. The Dyak,
for example, who for centuries have occupied the same valleys in East Kalimantan,
Indonesia, are indigenous by my definition, while the Bhasa-speaking majority of
Java constitutes part of a non-indigenous national society, though composed of individuals who probably identify with one or possibly more indigenous cultural groups
among the diverse constituent communities of Indonesia. These mainstream ‘Indonesians’ have the option, which they employ as they see fit, to identify with their
local indigenous home, or homes (in which case they would be ‘indigenous’ by
my definition), or to identify with their nation state (in which case they would be
‘Indonesians’), or perhaps to identify with a pan-Asiatic community (Asians), or an
age cohort (the youth of the world), etc. There is a strong element of context relativity
in the concept of indigenous, just as there is in the concept of my ‘home’ locality,
which depending on my context I may claim as my country, my state of birth, my
state of current residence, my neighborhood of birth/residence, etc.
2.2. Values
The term, ‘values’ as used here refers to the guiding principles of a social group.
This sense is nicely captured by Russo [21] in describing the Kluckhohnian concept
of ‘value orientations’ as “guiding principles or premises—the ‘pre-dispositions of
belief’—that direct how we organize and integrate our life experience.” A useful
analogy is the way an aesthetic style provides the artist with a set of symbols to
work with, or to reference against, but does not prescribe the outcome of the artistic
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project. But values go further than stylistics in that they are substantive; they are
not only tools for thinking; values actually shape the substance of thoughts and
feelings, not deterministically, but through mediating between collective institutions
and individual behavior [1]. We need to specify the level of collective institution
we are talking about before considering particular values. For example, we can speak
of values common to pan-Hindu India or the values of agrarian communities of
northern Rajasthan, or the values of a particular caste group within these communities. There will be a great deal of overlap, but some distinct attributes of local values
as well.
2.3. Culture
As used here, culture refers to the system of values, beliefs, and ideas that social
groups make use of in experiencing the world in mutually meaningful ways. For
purposes of our discussion it is this cognitive conception of culture that helps us
consider the future of indigenous values. There is an important controversy within
anthropology about the ‘hardness’ of the culture concept and the nature of cultural
boundaries. If culture is taken as a soft and permeable cluster of easily changed traits
that individuals choose or decline to follow depending on their options, then the
future of such cultures would have quite different prospects than would be the case
if culture is seen as more deterministic in filtering the individual’s perceptions of
experience [22]. The future implications of a ‘soft’ concept of culture is that indigenous individuals would be relatively easily impressed with the Western lifestyle and,
under the motivations of status-seeking from the dominant culture, would almost
inevitably adopt Western values. In a culture model that is somewhat ‘hard’, its
individual members would be buffered from the direct effects of the Western lifestyle
since it would be experienced through the filter of their own indigenous value system.
My argument presented here, that indigenous cultural values could in some sense
be sustained into the indefinite future, rests on this latter view of a fairly resilient
‘culture’ with some real substance that shapes the way life is experienced by the
individuals sharing that culture.
2.4. Levels of indigenous value: culture, values, and worldview
In considering the future of indigenous values, we are talking about change: how
values change, why they change, and what are the implications on the ‘culture’ that
the values are part of. Here the transcendent concept of ‘worldview’ is useful. Values
at a behavioral level are constantly changing over time, and even seasonally. We
behave differently, and even have substantially changed outlooks, in the days before
a major festival, or after the monsoon finally starts, or when the drought drags on
for many months. In India the traditional ‘joint family’ living arrangement is becoming less popular, not only in urban but even in rural communities. This changed living
pattern has many implications for how decisions are handled within and between
households. Does this change the overall worldview of Indian society? Not in itself,
usually, but the multiplier effects of such changes can and do lead to bigger cultural
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changes that may eventually be reflected in worldview: The authority of the family
is atomized into nuclear units; the focus of self interest shifts to the immediate
nuclear group, and the worldview of a socially embedded world shifts a bit.
Values, traditions, customs, beliefs all contribute to cultural distinctiveness. As
Radcliffe Brown pointed out in 1922, those traditions simultaneously create and
maintain that distinctiveness [20]. This much is non-controversial even within the
discipline of anthropology. Where the debate heats up is in assessing the power of
the individual in selecting his or her cultural future. How much psychological or
cultural freedom is there? To what extent is the mind programmed by culture? When
the joint family is forsaken for a nuclear family because of other over-riding (usually
economic) forces, what happens to the maintenance of the distinctive culture, or that
cultural worldview? In the absence of some countervailing influence, such as cultural
revitalization or awareness raising, the cultural worldview will indeed change. But
with a deliberate, self-conscious or community-conscious decision to maintain those
values, we could have a very interesting culturally diverse future.
Take the case of the Cherokee Indian medicine woman who lives in a solidly
middle-class suburban community near Washington, DC, has worked off and on in
administrative jobs with the US Air Force, and has a growing clientele of mostly
White Anglo patients with various physical and mental ailments. She heals by invoking spirit forces from the Cherokee pantheon and serving as a medium for their
healing powers, as she was taught by her grandmother. Her religious worldview is
highly traditional, while her social and material cultural context is basically that of
mainstream America. This was a very deliberate choosing from the cultural assemblage at her disposal. Is it an example of native values thriving or of mainstream
values predominating? The answer depends on where we, as observers, place value:
Are we concerned with material culture things or with beliefs, and if the latter, then
which beliefs? The ideology of American democracy or the worldview of Native
American spirituality? Let me come clean with my own answer to this question: For
me, the so-called ‘big questions’ about the nature of the universe and the meaning
of life have a greater significance than the ‘trappings’, whether material or ideological, of culture. We can gloss these big questions as ‘worldview’ and reframe our
question in two parts: First and most importantly (to my sense of priority), ‘What
is the future of indigenous worldviews?’ and secondly, ‘What is the future of the
more mundane values, customs, and traditions that together comprise the visible face
of indigenous cultures?’
My answers to these two questions—my predictions—are qualitatively different.
In brief, I see a reasonable likelihood that indigenous worldviews can be maintained,
while I suggest that the day-to-day lives of indigenous people will be radically transformed. These two predictions are linked in that some elements of the day-to-day,
notably ceremonies, rituals, and most importantly, language, would probably have
to be maintained for the worldview to be sustained in any recognizable form. The
example of the Cherokee medicine woman is perhaps a model for the future I have
in mind: her ancestors would not recognize her lifestyle, but they presumably would
recognize the ceremonies and understand the chants that she performs as part of the
healing process.
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The sustainability of indigenous values that I suggest is possible, and even (going
out on a limb), likely, would unfold as a function of the revitalization of indigenous
identity on one hand, and a loosening of the strict rational-materialist paradigm of
the dominant global society on the other hand. Let me turn now to a discussion of this
paradigm—in the guise of international development ideologies—before returning, in
the concluding section of this paper, to a consideration of indigenous identity and
internal mechanisms by which indigenous values and worldviews might persist for
our great-grandchildren to debate.

3. The western paradigm of progress: ideologies of international development
assistance
The Western concept of ‘progress’ [19] once rooted in religion and now transplanted to the more nourishing soil of rational science, has become the global standard by which any society and any belief is now judged. Well-intentioned appeals
issuing from within this paradigm for ‘multiculturalism’ are, in my view, not invitations for true relativism but rather for a 21st century version of the ‘melting pot’:
Diversity of customs and traditions and even ethnicity can be enriching to the overall
mainstream society. Even indigenous values can be accommodated in small doses.
But indigenous worldviews? They are acceptable as themes within art forms—literature and dance—but mainstream society has not been willing, and I would suggest
has not been able, to accept competing worldviews as serious descriptions of how
life can be experienced.
The dominance of Western culture, and with it, the Western paradigm of progress,
is seen by many commentators as leading inevitably to ‘the end of culture’. All
societies of the world will eventually be brought into our version of reality because,
“The economic and military superiority of Western civilization is grounded…on a
superior ethic… Once Western culture has been fully assimilated, it becomes world
culture; and the future of world culture lies with the world, not with Europe or North
America” [10]. Will this be the fate of indigenous values? Are we about to experience
the ‘end of (other) values?’
The Western paradigm is crystallized in policies of international development
assistance where Western society, through cultural agents such as the World Bank,
self-consciously sets about to help the rest of the world to ‘develop’. The development process as it is practiced cannot be understood without acknowledging the
fundamental concept of progress on which it is based. This concept has changed
little since its 19th century Victorian articulation, although the methodologies for
achieving it have evolved dramatically. Instead of the West’s earlier attempts at
cultural domination through force, the current approach of development seeks to win
the hearts and minds of ‘beneficiaries’ through carefully designed assistance programs.
While international development assistance comes in many guises ranging from
multilateral development agencies to grassroots NGOs, it is not difficult to discern
a dominant cultural paradigm underlying the development process. Debates within
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the professional circle of development agents revolve around the relative priority to
give to raw economic growth vs. ‘social sector’ improvements in health and education. Even within a single agency such as the World Bank, there are lively internal
debates among the liberal economists arguing for open markets, environmentalists
advocating strict controls, and social scientists who focus on democratic institutions
and equitable distribution of benefits. But these debates—which become even livelier
when NGOs join the discussion each espousing a unique ideological niche—are
bounded by a larger culturally monolithic ‘box’ within which this lively discourse
takes place, and outside of which ideas and debate are few and far between. The
term, culture has even been captured within development discourse to refer not to
an all-encompassing set of ideas and beliefs (which might challenge Western concepts of rationality), but to a mere sub-topic within the category of ‘social capital’.
Even this emasculated version of culture is seen as important in obstructing or
advancing economic development. ‘Culture Matters’ is the title of Harrison and
Huntington’s recent book with the subtitle, ‘How values shape human progress’ [11].
The book gives recommendations about how to transform traditional cultures—
through policies and capacity building—to facilitate progress, defined as “movement
toward economic and material well-being, social economic equity, and political
democracy”.
The resurgence of popular interest in culture as an explanatory variable in ‘shaping
human progress’ poses a new and insidious threat to indigenous cultural values.
With so much interest in how cultural values operate to affect progress, but with no
accompanying debate about the nature of progress itself, the development profession
is setting the stage for yet another chapter in a long-running culture war with indigenous peoples. As in past chapters (e.g. 19th century American policies towards the
native Indians) this saga features self-assured advocates of Western ‘progress’ fighting against traditional cultures which they have ascribed to a status of both culturally
and materially deficient. While Western cultural hegemony represents a front-line
threat to indigenous values, the flagrant brandishing of western values as ‘the only’
values may also serve notice to indigenous peoples that their cultural way of life is
still under attack.

4. How indigenous cultural values might survive
For indigenous cultural values to be maintained in any identifiable form into the
indefinite future, the self-assured smugness of Western development would need to
change and indigenous groups would need to assert their own identities in new and
more effective ways. There is reason to expect that these processes could indeed
occur, and that other factors might also operate in a synergistic manner. In this
section I outline four trends that appear to offer an opening for indigenous cultural
values to survive into the future: (1) mainstream development concepts of local participation and community-driven agendas are leading to a greater willingness to
accommodate indigenous worldviews; (2) spiritually-minded ‘New Age’ proponents
within mainstream society serve as allies in legitimizing indigenous cosmologies and
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worldviews; (3) emerging international legal standards accord increasingly strong
land and cultural rights to indigenous groups; and (4) finally, a trend related to all
of the above, but a factor in its own right, the sense of indigenous identity is gaining
power among many groups, for a variety of internal and external reasons.
4.1. Local participation in development
Stakeholder participation in managing natural resources, as well as schools and
health clinics has become an accepted part of rural development programs. While
the management transfer from government agencies to local communities is largely
circumscribed within sectoral arenas (e.g. managing an irrigation system, forest,
school, etc.), the logic of community participation is gradually being extended from
management to development planning and broader community empowerment. Where
indigenous communities are invited to formulate their own plans, based on local
priorities, there is room for expressing indigenous cultural values [7,26]. Incorporating indigenous technical knowledge (e.g. local practices for controlling insect pests
in rice production, or traditional management arrangements for operating irrigation
canals) into development interventions is also emerging as an accepted approach that
tries to blend the best of local practices with new technologies from outside [29].
The Western legitimization of indigenous technologies, however, is not normally
accompanied by a corresponding legitimization of the values and beliefs
accompanying those technologies. That would be too far ‘outside the box’ for most
Western development experts. An interesting attempt to do just this is the recent
Dutch-funded compas program that explores the links between technical and spiritual
dimensions of indigenous agricultural practices [12].
4.2. New age spirituality and indigenous values
Explicit embracing of indigenous spiritual practices and values is an emerging
trend not only among New Age spiritual ‘seekers’, but also within the environmental
movement where there is an interest in reforming Western ethics about resource
conservation. Native American healers and spiritual guides have been met with suspicion and even hostility from some tribal governments citing concern about the
commodification of spiritual knowledge [31]. Yet New Age Indian spiritualists serve
as ambassadors of cosmologies radically at odds with the Western view of progress,
and provide an outreach function to a socially powerful market of largely middle
and upper class spiritual seekers. When Robert Redford narrates a film depicting the
sacred legacy of Chaco Canyon, New Mexico with cuts of contemporary Pueblo
Indian spokespersons, there is a very strong message that an icon of mainstream
society is legitimizing the explicitly spiritual worldview of the Pueblo Indians [24].
The importance of indigenous spirituality as a basis for sustainable environmental
policies is also expressed in the very mainstream effort for UN ratification of an
‘earth charter’, a process led in part by two ex-presidents, Mikael Gorbechov and
Nelson Mandella [8].
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4.3. Indigenous rights to land and water resources
International recognition of customary law, and particularly land and water rights
is emerging as a cornerstone of indigenous peoples’ efforts to safeguard their way
of life [23]. Security of tenure is critical to the social and economic viability of
indigenous cultural groups; it is also fundamental to maintaining and continuing to
create the distinctive cultural worldview of the society which is often, and perhaps
always, intimately connected to particular localities and landscapes [2]. Legal disputes about control over land and water resources are highly charged with larger
cultural, political, and economic issues of self-determination and human rights. From
the perspective of indigenous values, such disputes serve the dual purpose of claiming (and sometimes obtaining) practical rights to resources, while strengthening the
cultural identity of the claimants and thereby enhancing their negotiating position
for subsequent rounds of resource/sovereignty disputes [15]. Current trends suggest
an overall advance in the process of reclaiming indigenous access to land and water
rights, and even (e.g. in Canada) to limited sovereignty. While court rulings alone
cannot protect indigenous people from being forcibly dispossessed, there is an
increasing global visibility of indigenous rights through the UN Working Group on
Indigenous Populations, and other international fora where indigenous issues are
raised [18]. It has become accepted practice, for example, to include ‘indigenous
peoples’ as an interest group that needs to be represented in discussions of global
water, forestry, or biodiversity. An illustration is the recently concluded World Commission on Dams established with World Bank and other mainstream support to
explore the environmental, economic, and social controversies surrounding construction of high dams. The Commission, which consulted extensively with representatives of indigenous groups, issued a recommendation surprising to its institutional
backers, that indigenous people have an inherent right to remain in their ancestral
territories even if it means vetoing construction of a dam [33]. The twin forces of
increasing global support and gradually declining power of nation states (as some
regulatory powers are ceded to global institutions) points to the likelihood of continued legal empowerment of indigenous populations.
4.4. Indigenous identity
Along with territory, identity is essential to the maintenance of cultural values;
indeed, the concept of the ‘sacred landscape’ merges the territorial with the spiritual
into a seamless sense of identity that is echoed in many indigenous statements about
their view of the natural environment. Individuals may perceive their identity as
‘indigenous’ in many levels and stages. The growing awareness of common interests
and experience among indigenous communities world-wide has led to an emerging
global community of fourth world peoples. This ‘high-level’ sense of identity is
expressed socio-politically (e.g. through attending international conferences or communicating by email) and experienced as a fundamentally shared worldview that
distinguishes aboriginal people, as a group, from the Eurocentric mainstream worldview [13]. At the same time, indigenous identity is derived from the tribe or local
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community through the usual mechanisms of cultural forces (language, socialization,
etc). The salience of local identity is highly variable among different indigenous
groups, and among different individuals who may be going through a process of
situating their own identity vis-à-vis their indigenous community and mainstream
society. In my view, the most promising avenue for leveraging indigenous identity
as a mechanism for supporting indigenous values lies not in attempts to directly
block Eurocentric influences, but rather to subvert and reform them, often making
use of the Eurocentric legal system (as discussed above) or conventions of discourse
(e.g. professional meetings and academic journals such as this one). In the words of
Marie Battiste, introducing a collection of papers by indigenous scholars and activists, this reformist agenda is aimed at a blending of knowledge, “…to find ways
of healing and rebuilding our nations, peoples, communities, and selves by restoring
indigenous ecologies, consciousnesses, and languages and by creating bridges
between Indigenous and Eurocentric knowledge” [3].

5. Indigenous views of progress
Unlike the situation of 50 years ago when Mead articulated the development challenge in ‘Cultural Patterns and Technical Change’ [18], the loss of indigenous cultural values no longer seems quite so inevitable. Even within the current development
paradigm there is growing room for cultural maneuver. Current trends within the
development profession and within mainstream society as a whole suggest that the
future of indigenous cultural values will be a highly negotiated process, both internally and with the outside world. Examples from Bhutan, the Maori (New Zealand),
and the Menominee (USA) serve to illustrate the forms these negotiations might take.
5.1. Gross national happiness in Bhutan
A national conference held in Bhutan in 1999 considered how traditional Buddhist
values could be incorporated into a Bhutanese vision of development aimed not at
economic wealth but ‘gross national happiness’ [5]. In the words of the keynote
speaker, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Government, “Bhutan’s
vision of development stresses non-quantifiable goals such as spiritual well being
and gross national happiness…The four major goals are economic self-reliance,
environmental preservation cultural promotion and good governance…The cost of
maintaining culture and environment often makes development projects more
expensive in the short run but pays in the long term”. The national scope of this
search for an indigenously directed alternative development path appears to be unique
in contemporary development policy.
5.2. A Maori development vision
The current pro-active approach of some Maori tribes to determine their own
development path emerged at least in part through the efforts of an academic (Dr
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Whatarangi Winiata) and several tribal leaders who initiated a process of vision
creation in 1975 [16]. A small confederation of tribes and sub-tribes embarked on
the process, conducting over 100 meetings in the first 10 years, involving both Maori
and Pakeha (European) decision-makers in deliberations about the direction and
values for their development. The difference between reactive and pro-active development is critical to establishing a uniquely Maori path: “Maori are sick of justifying
and explaining our needs and aspirations to Pakeha. Maori themselves are now taking
the initiative for transforming their own lives” [14]. The process is one which
embraces academic research and even post-modern socio-cultural theorizing but
within the control of the Maori themselves whose interest is to serve Maori cultural
values. The focus includes educational reforms and revitalization of the Maori language, as well as a Maorization of social science research [25]. Research is critical
because the goal is not merely to record current or past social data, but to actively
explore issues of merging Maori principles (values) into a socially and economically
evolved future.
5.3. Menominee culture and ecology
Unlike the vast majority of American Indian tribes, the Menominee were successful in holding on to a substantial portion of their native territory in northeastern
Wisconsin. The fact that nearly all of their 100,000 ha reservation is still forested,
and healthily so, is testimony to clever political negotiating, good forest management,
and a commitment to indigenous cultural values. Today the Menominee lands contain
the only significant concentration of old-growth tree stands in the formerly forested
region of the upper mid-Western states. The Menominee ‘model’ is based on a spiritual relationship with the forest and a twinned identity with both tribe and forest.
The values of today emerged in reaction to the economic and assimilative forces of
the European (French) and American societies around them. How have the Menominee been so successful that today they receive several thousand international visitors
each year interested in their approach to forestry? Davis [6] suggests many reasons,
including: (1) the gradual loss of their forest land made them aware of the value of
what was left (the current 100,000 ha reservation); (2) an explicit worldview that
links the health of the Menominee social community to the health of the forest; (3)
a highly spiritual orientation and vibrant ceremonial life that transcends religious
affiliation (whether Christian or Nativistic); (4) strong sense of inter-generational
equity and honoring both ancestors and future generations; (5) strong value on
democracy and consensual decision-making; and(6) willingness to use modern silvicultural science integrated with native values.

6. Conclusions: cultural visioning
The cases of indigenous cultural success in safeguarding distinctive core values
against the rising tide of Westernization are exceptional—perhaps proving the ‘rule’
that, if current trends continue, indigenous values will not survive very far into the
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future. Ceteris paribus, the worldviews of native peoples will continue to be overwhelmed under the force of Western science and the peculiar cultural arrogance that
has been our inheritance. Indeed, the relationship between the addictive materialism
of Western society and the role of indigenous groups as victims, fits the classic
psychological model of co-dependence. It has become a self-fulfilling expectation
by indigenous groups that their own interests will have to yield to the culturally
abusive power of the Western juggernaut, and each hegemonic success by the West
reinforces the status quo. Is there a cultural ‘12-step’ program that can help indigenous societies recapture their cultural lives?
A critical common element in the three examples cited above is a strong selfawareness of cultural distinctiveness and a shared sense that the indigenous community wants to maintain a distinctive way of life. Cultural identity, like charity,
begins at home. In the words of Battiste [3]: “…Aboriginal consciousness cannot
be maintained without first challenging the assumptions of modern society”. How
does this happen? In Bhutan as with the Menominee, the political leaders are seeking
to define a culturally grounded development path. Among the Maori, while the current leadership is promoting Maori cultural independence, an important stimulus was
the visioning process begun some 25 years ago. A sense of cultural identity can be
taught, and cultural goals (vision) can be created through a deliberate process, as
the Maori case illustrates. It is this type of approach that offers hope, and perhaps
the only hope, for the survival of indigenous cultural values.
Recent work on visioning exercises in rural settings, both indigenous and otherwise [27,28], points to the potential for systematically outlining cultural goals as an
initial and critical step in reclaiming a cultural identity, and in charting a culturally
grounded development path. Visioning can stimulate an awareness of cultural values
that the society wishes to maintain, and provides a forum for garnering internal
consensus on cultural goals. This first step of awareness raising about cultural values
may well be the hinge on which turns the future of culturally distinct approaches
to living.
A future with indigenous values would, I believe, enrich both indigenous and
mainstream societies. Believing in its desirability does not directly enhance the odds
of value survival, but, as with the visioning process, clarifying what is considered
desirable is a necessary step to planning effective action. Faced with a scenario of
living in a ‘flatland’ of pure materialism [32] let us hope that indigenous societies
will place new value on their old values and help all of us escape the fate of our
own cultural success.
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